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)

)

)

) 

) 
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AMERICAS ENERGY SOLUTIONS 

LLC 

 

 

 Noble Americas Energy Solutions LLC (“Noble Solutions”) hereby respectfully moves 

the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (“OPUC” or “Commission”) to make corrections to the 

initially prepared transcript of the hearing held in this matter on August 25, 2015.  The initially 

prepared transcript appears as an entry on the docket sheet in this case on September 10, 2015.  

This motion sets forth the collective corrections to the transcript by the parties who requested a 

copy of the transcript, which parties are PacifiCorp, Noble Solutions, Industrial Customers of 

Northwest Utilities, and Commission Staff.  These parties all agree that the corrections proposed 

below should be made.  No other party to this proceeding objects to this motion.  Noble 

Solutions also provided these edits directly to the court reporter by letter dated September 17, 

2015.  Accordingly, the Commission should order that the following corrections be made to the 

initially prepared transcript. 

 

 Proposed Corrections 

 

Page 8, line 10: Change <past TM hearings> to <past TAM hearings> 

Page 9, line 4: change <am now proposing> to <am not proposing> 

Page 9, line 5: Change <on confirmation disk> to <on confidential disk> 
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Page 11, line 2: Change <packet> to <docket> 

Page 13, line 9: Change <open> to <offered> 

Page 14, line 17: Change <RPC> to <RBC> 

Page 14, line 24: Change <January 1, 2016, is> to <January 1, 2016. That is> 

Page 15, line 13: Change <within our> to <within-hour> 

Page 16, line 21: Change <of this figure adjustment> to < of this particular adjustment> 

Page 17, line 15: Change <RPC> to <RBC> 

Page 18, line 19: Change <to be used associated> to <associated> 

Page 18, lines 23-24: Change <this they use is actual 10-minute intervals in there.  

They’re clock in intervals> to <that they use is actual 10-minute intervals in there.  

They’re clock minute intervals> 

Page 19, line 9: <basically smaller minute reserves> to <basically smaller amount of 

reserves> 

Page 19, line 18: Change <excursions is from a net> to <excursions from a net> 

Page 19, line 21: Change <replace is> to <replaces> 

Page 21, line 3: Change <whole> to <sentence> 

Page 22, line 3: Change <never use the threshold> to <reduce the threshold> 

Page 22, line 10: Change <I understand whether the Company did.> to <I understand 

what the Company did.> 

Page 22, line 17: Change <three studies> to <E3 studies> 

Page 23, line 17: Change <issue in the studies, correct.> to <issue in that case, correct.> 

Page 23, line 21: Change <three studies> to <E3 studies> 

Page 24, line 10: Change <loaded> to <load> 

Page 24, lines 14: Change <mains> to <names> 

Page 24, line 18: Change <the banks is now 5 percent of generation> to <that I think is 

now 5 percent of generation> 
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Page 26, line 6: Change <of reserve capacity -- because they evolved from> to <of 

reserve capacity -- because of the great deal of> 

Page 26, line 7: Strike <this>  

Page 26, line 23: Change <change> to <exchange> 

Page 33, lines 18-19: Change <California/Oregon border> to <California-Oregon 

Border> 

Page 34, line 1: Change <GRID> to <rate > 

Page 34, line 4: Change <here, is what that is.> to < here, to see what that is.> 

Page 34, line 6: Change <-- different than that order we're dealing> to <-- different than 

what we're dealing> 

Page 34, line 14: Change <EP> to <PGE> 

Page 34, line 17: Change <the Mid-C market.  And so unlike the PacifiCorp’s> to <the 

Mid-C market.  And so unlike PacifiCorp’s> 

Page 35, line 3: Change <particular desk.> to <particular issue.> 

Page 35, line 21: Strike <the> 

Page 36, line 24: Change <resolve> to <revolved> 

Page 42, line 8: Change <you know, the Company has their only model in one> to <you 

know, the Company has only one market in> 

Page 42, line 9: Change <market> to <their model> 

Page 44, line 6: Change <which I meant> to <I mean> 

Page 45, line 25: Change <, including> to <between> 

Page 46, line: Change <write> to <derive> 

Page 48, line 15: Change <whenNV Energy joins> to <when NV Energy joins> 

Page 49, line 5: Change <you know, a big> to <you know, only a> 

Page 50, line 7: Change <increase> to <E3> 

Page 50, line 23: Change <this kind of union> to < this kind of study> 
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Page 53, line 18: Change <end> to <ten> 

Page 53, line 24: Change <strange numbers> to <range of numbers.> 

Page 54, line 15: Change <load> to <low> 

Page 58, line 7: Change <why you deferred the CPS2 standard> to <why you referred to 

the CPS2 standard> 

Page 58, line 10: Change <overtime> to <over time> 

Page 60, line 1: Change <testimony, we address> to < testimony, we addressed> 

Page 60, lines 2-3: Change <testimony, were three issues, and to the opportunity> to 

<testimony, which were three issues, and took the opportunity> 

Page 60, lines 5-6: Change <So the Staff cited some of this issue with different> to <So 

Staff sided in some of these issues with different> 

Page 60, line 9: Change <adjustment> to <adjustments> 

Page 62, line 22: Change <plus early reserves> to <to regulating reserves> 

Page 63, lines 16-17: Change <That's correct.  That has the changes, part of the docket 

number, UP 315 that has been done> to <That's correct. And that asset exchange is part 

of the docket number, UP 315 that has been dealt> 

Page 64, line 19: Change <MPC> to <NPC> 

Page 64, line 25: Change <relay> to <wheeling> 

Page 66, line 8: Change <First of all, we are discussing, what page> to <I recall that 

discussion, but what page> 

Page 67, line 21: Change <they’re> to <there are> 

Page 68, line 3: Change <15184> to <15-184> 

Page 68, line 4: Change <Yes.> to <Yes. I have it in front of me.> 

Page 70, line 11: Change <having to explicitly include in the> to <having to explicitly 

include it in the> 

Page 70, line 12: Change <that was part of the memo, the benefits that become> to <that 

was part of the memo -- the benefits, that the Company> 
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Page 70, lines 13-14: Change <8 percent at the initial filing, overall stop review to those 

parts,> to < presented in its initial filing, and overall, Staff reviewed those parts,> 

Page 71, lines 5-6: Change <about the entirely the eastside of the coal plants operating> 

to < about the entire eastside of PacifiCorp balancing authorities> 

Page 71, line 15: Change <escort> to <export> 

Page 71, lines 19-20: Change < uncomfortable saying that was entirely from the east 

balancing authority, as you are apprised.> to < uncomfortable saying that its entirely from 

the east balancing authority, as you paraphrased.> 

Page 72, line 22: Change <analyzed and put that in> to <analyzed the impact of that in> 

Page 74, lines 13-14: Change <I ask, you know, 50 percent> to <I assumed 50 percent> 

Page 74, line 16: Change <this might, you know – caveats> to <this “might”, you know, 

caveats> 

Page 74, line 18: Change <beginning.  That was> to <beginning, that was> 

Page 75, line 11: Change <response to my letter.  When I asked the Company,> to 

<response to my data request, where I asked the Company to> 

Page 75, line 14: Change <transmission capability the Company's> to <transmission 

capability that the Company's> 

Page 75, line 16: Change <Company say,> to <Company said,> 

Page 76, line 1: Change <analysis in> to <analysis on> 

Page 76, line 3: Change <in two months, December and January, the word> to <in two 

months, December and January, that were the> 

Page 76, lines 7-8: Change <to the letter number 52> to <to my data request number 52> 

Page 76, line 9: <the Company say,> to <where Company said,> 

Page 76, line 10: Change <whole> to <full> 

Page 77, line 16: Change < be just sort of the> to <be used to serve the> 

Page 80, line 2: Change <continued> to <contained> 

Page 80, line 12: Change <MPC> to <NPC> 
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Page 80, line 15: Change <MPC> to <NPC> 

Page 84, lines 11-12: Change <Yes, the direct access customer is PacifiCorp.> to <Yes, 

the direct access customer is paying twice.> 

Page 84, line 14: Change <rents> to <RECs> 

Page 85, lines 2-3: Change <then, that you had> to <then, that if you had> 

Page 88, line 22: Change <biased> to <based> 

Page 92, line 4: Change <Noble’s> to <Noble> 

Page 93, line 2: Change <not> to <no> 

Page 94, line 2: Change <shipping> to <shifting> 

Page 96, line 8: Change <BA> to <DA> 

Page 97, line 25: Change <the Company imposed> to <the Company opposed> 

Page 98, line 24: Change <transitioning> to <transition> 

Page 100, line 14: Change <around 108,000 megawatt hours> to <around 180,000 

megawatt hours> 

Page 101, line 12: Change <if> to <of> 

Page 103, lines 16-17: Strike the word <Communications> 

Page 110, lines 1-5: Change <But to avoid shifting costs, Company to customers, service 

customers in direct access, that's really how you'd have to make it work, because 

transferring money between those that remain and the direct access customers.> to <But 

to avoid shifting costs to cost of service customers from direct access, that's really how 

you'd have to make it work, by transferring money between those that remain and the 

direct access customers> 

Page 110, line 8: Change <resources> to <RECs>  

Page 112, line 7: Change <foreign> to <forward> 

Page 112, line 9: Change <bondings> to <volumes> 

Page 113, line 9: Change <at> to <about> 

Page 114, line 9: Change <group> to <GRID> 
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Page 114, line 13: Change <trade> to <transaction> 

Page 114, line 14: Change <group> to <GRID> 

Page 114, line 17: Change <upgrades> to <operations> 

Page 116, line 18: Change <model four, ICNU 200 and ICNU 300 to> to <104, ICNU 

200 and ICNU 300 to 311.> 

Page 129, line 19: Change <OF> to <of> 

Page 139, line 22: Change <the ESS counts omit the DASR> to <the ESS cannot submit 

the DASR> 

 

 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 23rd day of September, 2015.  

 

       RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC 

 

 

 

 ___________________________                   

Gregory M. Adams (OSB No. 101779) 

515 N. 27
th

 Street 

Boise, Idaho 83702 

Telephone: (208) 938-2236  

Fax: (208) 938-7904  

greg@richardsonadams.com  

Of Attorneys for Noble Americas Energy 

Solutions LLC 


